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abstract
As a baseball player, I am always looking for ways to improve. I thought an experiment with 
baseball bats would be beneficial. I am most familiar with metal bats. My experience with wooden 
bats is that they break easily. I noticed that the “ sweet spot”  on the barrel of the metal bat is 
larger than the metal bat. The wooden bat is skinnier than the metal bat. So, I was curious if 
the metal bat would constantly hit the ball farther than the wooden bat.  My hypothesis was 
that the Demarini Glitch metal bat would project the baseball farther than the Victus Tatis 21 
wood bat. I went to a soccer field with the Demarini Glitch metal bat and the Victus Tatis 21 
wood bat. I hit the ball five times with each bat. Each time,I hit the ball of a tee. I used a 
Caddyv2 to measure the distance in the air and the distance traveled in total. I recorded the 
data for analysis. The experiment revealed that a metal bat was better than a wooden bat in 
projecting the baseball the farthest. Data showed that 80% of the time the metal bat projected 
the ball farther than the wooden bat. After review of the total distances, the metal bat continued 
to send the ball farther than the wooden bat by 70%. My objective was to determine which type 
of bat, metal or wooden, would project the baseball the farthest. My experiment concluded that 
the metal bat sent the ball the longest distance the majority of the time.
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QUESTION
Which kind of bat (material) hits a 
baseball farther
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RESEARCH
There were no studies that compared bat types and the distance that the ball 
was projected. Research did reveal that the angle a ball is hit and how fast it 
was hit are the most important factors in sending the ball the farthest.  The 
distance a baseball travels after making contact with the bat is dependent upon 
several different variables. What it can sometimes come down to is what part of 
the bat the ball makes contact with and the hitter’s swing speed. The ideal spot 
on the bat to hit the ball is somewhere around the middle of the barrel (the 
largest part of the bat). This is what hitters call “the sweet spot”. When the 
ball makes contact with the sweet spot of the bat, the exit velocity depends on 
the amount of force that the hitter was able to apply to the swing. The higher 
the exit velocity, the farther the ball will travel.
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RESEARCH SOURCES
https://www.exploratorium.edu/baseball/activities/scientific
-slugger.html 

https://baseballscouter.com/does-the-length-of-a-bat-affe
ct-how-far-a-baseball-will-travel/
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HYPOTHESIS
If I use both a Demarini Glitch bat (metal) and a 
Victus Tatis 21 bat (wood) in the exact same manner, 
the Demarini Glitch bat (metal) will project the ball 
the farthest. 
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MATERIALS
Demarini Glitch bat (metal)
Victus Tatis 21 bat (wood) 
Baseball tee 
Caddyview V2 slope compensation distance 
Standard baseball
Note card and pencil for data collection
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PROCEDURES
1. Collect materials listed on page 8 
2. Go to a soccer or football field 
3. Hit the ball off the tee five times with the metal bat 
4. Measure distance ball travels through the air and the distances rolled for 

each impact noted 
5. Repeat step 4 using the wooden bat 
6. Determine average distance traveled by air using the metal bat noted 
7. Find the average distance traveled in total (distance by air plus distance 

rolled) noted 
8. Repeat step 6 and 7 using number collected for the wood bat noted 
9. Analyze the data to determine which bat launched the ball fastest 
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DATA & RESULTS
My hypothesis stated that the metal bat would send the ball farther than 
the wooden bat.This was consistent with the measurement of the ball in the 
air.The ball hit by the metal bat 80% of the time went farther in the air 
than by the wooden bat.However the data reflects that the ball hit by the 
metal bat only hit the farthest 60% of the time in total. To out of the five 
times the ball hit by the wooden traveled the farthest in total.

Upon reflection, i recall when i hit the ball with the metal bat during 
experiment 5 the ball came  down on a backspin and lost momentum. The 
results of that experiment was inconsistent of the ball in all the other 
experiments therefore that result needs to be discarded.In conclusion all 
other data supports the fact that the metal bat hit the ball farther 75% 
(3/4)0of the time .
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DATA & RESULTS
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CONCLUSION
As my hypothesis predicted, Demarini Glitch bat (metal) projected 
the ball farther than the Victus Tatis 21(wood). The experiment 
was consistent with time, place, and materials. Future experiments 
might measure the height of the tee after each impact for the sake 
of confirming that the height of the tee is not a variable that 
impacts the results. Finally, I would do the experiment on different 
days with different wind speeds.  
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